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‘Our Pilgrims return’….    33 weary pilgrims 
returned after midnight on 20th May having 
spent a joy filled pilgrimage in Spain. They 
visited La Vid, Burgos, Avila, Segovia, 
Toledo and stayed with our friends, the 
Alcantarine Sisters in Las Arenas de San 
Pedro. 
 
The photos give a tiny glimpse into the days 

they spent together, led in spirit and prayer by Fr. Philip. The 
focus of the pilgrimage ‘God save us from gloomy saints’ was 
an introduction to the masterpieces of El Greco and the works 
and places of St. Teresa of Avila, St John of the Cross, St. Peter 
of Alcantara and St John of Avila 
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      So until the next time….. 
 
 

‘Trust God that you are exactly where 

you are meant to be’ ~ Teresa of Avila 
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Pilgrimage reviews from each of the pilgrim groups. Our thanks go to the leaders of 

each group for their help and support throughout the pilgrimage – Philippa, Carol, 

Francesca, Anna and Wendy 
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‘The pilgrimage really began on Saturday 7th May with the Pilgrim Mass at the Holy Ghost 

church where father blessed all the pilgrims.  We then met on the Sunday morning and set 

off by coach for Plymouth. The ferry crossing was very pleasant, calm, good weather and 

an opportunity for people to get to know one another. 

 

We disembarked at Santander and set off for La Vid, our first port of call.  Lovely monastery 

there where we stayed for two nights, in great comfort.  From there we visited Burgos where 

we walked into the centre of the town, following the route of the Camino de Santiago, and 

were able to spend time in the Cathedral which is a marvellous edifice and a place of peace 

and tranquillity. 

 

The following day we were given a tour of the monastery, ably translated by Jane, which 

was very interesting and informative. We were given access to their museum, full of 

treasures, a rare privilege. After this we set off for Las Arenas de San Pedro seeing some 

marvellous scenery en route. 

 

We were warmly welcomed by Sister Assunta and her fellow sisters. From there we could 

explore the town which was fascinating and quite picturesque with a lovely river walk and 

various other walks that could be followed. We set off on Friday for Avila and were given a 

tour of the convent where she was a nun for many years before setting out on here mission 

to reform the order.  What was really surprising si that there are thirty nuns in the convent 

at present with a waiting list. From there we went back into Avia where we had the 

opportunity to visit various churches and to explore the town generally. A magnificent walled 

city. 

 

On Saturday we went to Segovia another marvellous city and the site of the tomb of St John 

of the Cross, which we visited.  We had time to visit the Cathedral and also, later on, a 

Templar church which was fascinating. 

 

We had a day of rest on Sunday, after Mass and time to digest what we had seen and 

learned. Each day we had morning prayer on the coach or a Mass, either in the convent or 

at a chapel in Avila or wherever we were visiting. Often we had night prayer to close the 

day. It was avery lovely way to pray in community. 

 

On Monday we went to Toledo where we had a marvellous guide who showed us some 

amazing views and gave us a potted history of Toledo. His exposition of the Greco 

masterpiece was reallyinformative and showed us things that I am sure many of us would 

not have seen or understood in the painting. 

 

Our last day as spent visiting the monastery shrine to St Peter of Alcantera which was within 

walking distance of our convent. A lovely walk through woods with bird song all around. We 

had Mass there and then were given a tour of the monastery and the garden by a friar, Jane 

translating again.  A fascinating visit and a pleasant way to spend the last day in Las Arenas. 

The Sisters entertained us with aa little farewell concert and told us about their work. 
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The next morning, we had to set off at 5:30am in order to catch the ferry.  But we did and 

all was Ok. Pleasant sail back and a good run home. We arrived home tired but spiritually 

refreshed having made lots of new friends’ 

 

 

 

“Truly, matters in the world are in a bad state; but if you and I begin in earnest to 

reform ourselves, a really good beginning will have been made”  St. Peter of Alcantara 

 

I pondered these words throughout our pilgrimage. The sense of shared spiritual purpose 

was truly uplifting, whether attending Mass in one of the many chapels we visited or sharing 

Morning Prayer on the coach and Evening Prayer in the Chapel, the sense of community 

was palpable.  The spiritual journey was at the core of our pilgrimage, but there was plenty 

of fun to be had as well.    

 

Throughout our time as pilgrims from the monastery hotel in La Vid, touching on the Camino 

in Burgos, visits to Avila, Segovia and Toledo and the joyful hospitality of the Alcantaran 

sisters in Arenas prayers and camaraderie have been in abundance. A wonderful group of 

Pilgrims. 

 

Walking the Fishermen’s Footpath from Arenas with another pilgrim we met up with a 

friendly local Spanish couple, out for an afternoon stroll.   Not much shared language 

between us, but they soon sensed our desire to explore further and encouraged us to follow 

them along the path.   Eventually we arrived at a delightful picnic spot where the river had 

been opened out into a plunge pool and we were grateful to our companions who waved a 

friendly goodbye as they continued their walk.    Such serendipity reminds us how joy can 

be found in a simple encounter with strangers if we are willing to open our hearts and minds 

and try to reach across boundaries. 

 

The hymn 'To be a pilgrim' now has an extremely different meaning. I look forward to singing 

it again now, and one day, with all the amazing pilgrims that joined us from our own and 

other parishes. The conversations with the other pilgrims were quite humbling and new 

friendships were forged. This pilgrimage offered plenty of opportunities for cultural 

experiences too including Fernando the Toledo tour guide’s explanation and detailed 

description of the symbolism behind the images of the painting “Burial of Count Orgaz” by 

El Greco. The simplicity of the El Greco painting of St James shone out to another pilgrim 

when Father Philip asked us to spend 15 minutes silently with our favourite painting.   

 

Personal private prayers came as we were at one with nature whilst we travelled through 

mountains, walked through woods and by water. My highlight was the Group walk led by 

Father Philip on our final day in Arenas to the sanctuary of St Pedro of Alcantara, a supporter 

of St Teresa, and WOW what a beautiful and peaceful setting for his final resting place and 

our final Mass. When we thought our visit was over a Friar beckoned to us to follow him 

outside on a path through their own Secret Garden. A pure privilege’ 
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And finally listening to the Irish postulant Sister singing the Celtic song “The Parting Glass” 

moved us all on our last evening when the sisters entertained us, and this voice of an angel 

will stay with us all forever’ 

 

 

 

‘After an excellent ferry crossing, we arrived for our first night in Spain in the Hospederia 

de la Vid.  With its plush accommodation and friendly staff, everyone agreed that the 

standard of accommodation had been set very high. From this fascinating monastery we 

visited Burgos, which sits on the route of the Camino de Santiago. We walked a small 

section through the city, bringing back memories of a previous Pilgrimage. The cathedral 

was a beautiful and majestic building with countless side chapels and an amazing golden 

staircase! 

Leaving La Vid, we headed for Arenas de San Pedro and the modest, comfortable convent 

run by the amazing Alcantarine nuns and a reunion with Sister Assunta.  Here we combined 

some local exploration with day visits to Avila, Segovia and Toledo.   

Our first visit was to Avila, the highest provincial capital in Spain and the home of St Teresa, 

with its picture-perfect city walls. Our guided tour in Avila of the Convent of Encarnacion 

was extremely evocative, bringing to life the remarkable story of St Teresa as we viewed 

many original artefacts.  Our mass that followed the guided tour brought us even closer to 

the saint as afterwards we were shown her original cell located to the side of the sanctuary. 

The following day we were off to Segovia with its massive cathedral and the resting place 

of St John of the Cross. The Roman aqueduct at the entrance to Segovia was amazingly 

well preserved and was quite stunning – even in the wind and rain that occasionally 

enveloped us!  

On arrival at Toledo for our final day out, we were given an unexpected coach tour following 

the road around the outside of its city walls.  The journey provided us with stunning views 

across the city and its river, a real treat!  Once off the coach we rode the escalators up into 

the city and on to enjoy many El Greco paintings.  Our guide was able to bring them to life 

with his very detailed descriptions and explanations in particular of the ‘Burial of the Count 

of Orgaz’. Before leaving we were able to spend some time in quiet reflection with our 

favourite painting…..  

 

Our last pilgrimage walk was from the convent in Arenas de San Pedro to the Sanctuary of 

San Pedro de Alcantara.  Here, after walking through the local countryside, soaking up the 

beauty of God’s wonderful creation, we shared with Father Philip a fitting and absolutely 

joyful last mass of our pilgrimage. 

 

There was however still one more remarkable experience waiting for us when after our final 

supper on our last evening with the sisters at the Convent in Las Arenas De San Pedro they 

shared their music and songs with us.  This was a very moving finish and set us up for an 

early start the next day for our journey home!’ 
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‘From the first meeting in the hall and throughout the many miles travelled together what 

shone out to us all was the wonderful feeling of friendship – some newly formed and others 

re-kindled.  Arriving at the Convent in Arenas de San Pedro after experiencing the awe 

inspiring drive through the mountains we were, as always, given the warmest of welcomes 

by the nuns. 

 

Our privileges were many – from visiting monasteries and hearing about the lives of St 

Teresa and St John of the Cross, Father Philip saying Mass in the serenity of beautiful 

Churches, viewing works of art, travelling to so many different places and simple pleasures 

like enjoying the shade of the trees in the convent garden and listening to the birds, and 

we’ll never forget the abundance of so many different wildflowers everywhere.  We truly did 

experience God’s wonderful world’ 

 

 

‘Arriving in the hospederia de la Vid with its plush accommodation and friendly staff set the 

bar very high. Day tripping to Burgos and seeing infamous tomb of El Cid 🤔 Transferred 

to Arenas de San Pedro to the modest comfortable convent with the amazing Nuns and a 

reunion with sister Assunta. Lovely day trips to Avila with its picture-perfect city walls and 

the home St Teresa of Avila. Another great trip to Segovia this time to the resting place of 

St John of the cross! Our final trip was to Toledo to meet up with a lovely tour guide with his 

unbelievably detailed description of the El Greco painting “The burial of the Count of Orgaz” 

Travelling to and from the trips we were treated to the sight of countless Storks either taking 

to flight or just nesting in the most in opportune of places, very majestic. Walking in the local 

countryside soaking up the beauty of Gods wonderful creation was a joy to do on our free 

days. None of this trip would have meant a thing if it wasn’t for the superb mix of 

pilgrims my wife and I got to meet’   

 
 

‘What a great favour God does 

to those He places in the company of good people!’ 

 

Teresa of Avila 

 

 
If you would like to join us on the next pilgrimage, in May 2022, to Malta 
& Gozo, please contact the parish office for details 
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‘Teach by works more than words’   Teresa of Avila 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


